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Complete the chants with a past participle from the box.

done driven flown given known read said
spoken swum taken
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fly

say said
read read

flew
know knew

s.ss Listen and repeat the chants.
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sive save
drive drove

shake shook
take took

do did
swlm swam
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speak spoke

shaken
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-N s.xg Read the web page. What does Adaenture Wofld Traztel do?
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ADVENTURE W0RLD TRAVEL has
We organise overland adventure

thirty years of experience.

trips across the four

continents of Africa, Asia and North and South America.
Most of our travetlers are between eighteen and fifty.
s Our groups are usually a mix of sexes, nationatities
and jobs. We have twenty-five trucks around the

world. Our crew have a passion for travet, but we
respect the peopte and the environment of the
countries we visit. The most important thing
to is to give you the experience of a lifetime.
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Read the web page again. What do the numbers in the box refer to?

four

eighteen and

fifty twenty-five

thirty

$* S"S: Rick works for Adoenture World Traael. Listen to him talking to his oldest
friend, Will. Where is Rick phoning from?
Match the two sentence halves to describe Rick's experiences.
1 a few probiems with the police.
a) He's seen
2 12,000 kilometres.
b) He's driven
3 to Brazil.
c) He's been
4 lots of nice people.
d) He hasn't had
5 a lot of South America.
e) He's had
6 any accidents.
f) He's met
Listen again and check your answers.
Work with a partner. Discuss the questions.
a) What's the longest journey you've ever made?
b) What's the most interesting /adventurous holiday you've ever had?
c) What's the best place you've ever visited?

